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Chapter 801: The Devil in the Dark night 

 

Lying on the bed, her face was pale as she dug at the flesh by her nails and jabbered on. 

But very quickly, Luo Ruyin laughed complacently. 

Her mother said that she would help her with a psychological test. 

Humans were forgetful. 

He would have to stay in the sanatorium for two to three years, and when he came out, he would go 

abroad to lay low. Who would remember this? 

Only Lin xiaojiu! 

Luo Ruyin lowered her head and looked at her hands. She was extremely regretful that she didn’t stab 

her knife in! 

In her opinion, she was not in the wrong at all. 

If it wasn’t for the child’s tantrum, she wouldn’t have strangled him! 

If Lin xiaojiu had not set her up, she would not have been caught. 

He had only secretly hidden the listening device in her room. If it was only that, she would not have 

been convicted at all! 

However, because of that d * MN surveillance camera, everything she had done could not be hidden! 

Lin xiaojiu! 

It was all Lin xiaojiu’s fault! 

There was a nameless wildfire burning in Luo Ruyin’s heart. 

Suddenly. 

Luo Ruyin’s entire body tensed up as she tilted her head and looked at the door. 

Strange footsteps could be heard from the corridor outside. 

It was heavy and dangerous. 

It made one’s hair stand on end. 

“Don’t worry, there are police outside ...” 

Luo Ruyin was mumbling to herself to comfort herself when the door was pushed open from the 

outside! 

The lights were not on in the ward. 



The faint light from the corridor poured in. 

The shadow of the tall figure standing against the light was infinitely elongated on the ground. 

Twisted. 

Like a devil! 

“Who are you?” 

Luo Ruyin’s eyes were wide open, filled with fear. 

The corridor was dead silent. 

There should have been police on duty, but they were nowhere to be found. 

There was a slap. 

The lights in the ward suddenly lit up, making it as bright as day! 

Luo Ruyin subconsciously closed her eyes, and when she opened them again, her eyes were completely 

attracted to the man in front of her! 

Even breathing was taken away! 

It was a cold face that one could never forget. 

The deep lines were like they were carved by a knife, and his entire body exuded a fierce and cold aura. 

But it carried supreme authority, making people have no choice but to bow down to it! 

“Mr ... Mr. Ray ...” 

When she saw him, Luo Ruyin trembled like a sieve, her hair instinctively standing on end! 

The Eagle’s eyes that were colder than an ice pool were now on him. 

When he was facing Lin xiaojiu, his eyes ... 

He was so gentle! 

He could vaguely see people in black suits standing guard outside the ward. 

Luo Ruyin felt that something was wrong. 

Just as he was thinking about this, another person came in. 

The person who came was very handsome. 

Her silver-gray hair made her face even more breathtaking. 

Her dark and bright eyes were like stars, and she was unbelievably beautiful. 

He was clearly smiling ... 



However, for some reason, Luo Ruyin felt a danger that was not inferior to that of the Thunder valiant 

beast. 

The air in the entire Ward seemed to have frozen. 

With a bang, the door was closed by the bodyguards from the outside. 

The sacred hand was holding something covered with a black cloth, and there was a faint squeaking 

sound coming from inside. 

Lei Xiao walked towards the bed. 

Luo Ruyin’s heart was in her throat with every step she took. 

She seemed to want to struggle, but the handcuffs on the side of the bed restrained her movements. 

Sacred hands followed behind Lei Xiao with a playful expression. 

It was silent. 

The closer she got, the more tightly Luo Ruyin’s pupils were locked due to nervousness and horror. 

“I told you my drug was absolutely safe.” 

Sacred hands laughed so hard that no one could defend themselves, but his words forced cold sweat out 

of Luo Ruyin’s body. 

She had never thought of this! 

Tonight, she had inexplicably fallen ill and was sent to the hospital. 

If it wasn’t arranged by the Lin family, it was actually ... 

His entire body was trembling uncontrollably! 

Chapter 802: All of his gentleness is left for you 

 

Lin Hanxing drove Lei Jue’s car all the way to the hospital. 

As soon as he stopped the car, he sensed danger in the air. 

She quickly got out of the car. 

Luo Ruyin had been sent here tonight for a sudden convulsion. 

When the mute uncle sent the message, Lin Hanxing immediately contacted Lei Xiao, who had left in the 

middle of the night. 

He would not even let Lu Jiashu off. 

Not to mention Luo Ruyin! 



There were obviously more people in the dark around the hospital. Just as Lin Hanxing was about to 

walk in, he was suddenly stopped. 

She looked at the person who stopped her with a blank expression. 

“Get out of the way.” 

A cold and emotionless voice sounded. 

“Miss Lin, Mr. Liang would like to see you.” 

The Man in the Black Suit said in a low voice. He was obviously shocked by Lin Hanxing’s sudden aura. 

Hearing the words ‘Mr. Liang’, Lin Hanxing’s stern expression softened. 

Following his gaze, Liang yuran casually leaned against the front of the car and waved at her. 

Lin Hanxing walked over to Liang yuran. 

Liang yuran had been smoking, but when he saw her, he put out the cigarette. 

“He’s upstairs with sacred hands.” 

His voice sounded a little hoarse from the cigarette. 

As he spoke, a white gas came out of his mouth. 

It was really getting cold. 

“You’ve seen it tonight.” 

Even though it didn’t sound like there was any specific subject, Lin Hanxing still knew that Liang yuran 

was talking about Lu Jiashu. 

Lin Hanxing did not say anything. 

The dark brown high-collared sweater and white alpaca coat made her small face look even more cold in 

the dark night. 

“Do you think ah Xiao is cruel?” 

At least, in the eyes of many people, it was unacceptable. 

Liang yuran’s collar was open sexily. 

When the two of them stood together, it was as if they were living in two different seasons. 

Hearing this, Lin Hanxing raised his head and glanced at Liang yuran. 

“Cruel?” 

Lin Hanxing chuckled softly, his eyes under his bangs shining brightly. 

“No matter what ah Xiao does, I will stand by his side unconditionally.” 

Just like how he treated her. 



Upon hearing this, Liang yuran raised his eyebrows. 

“You don’t mind killing and setting fires?” 

Lin Hanxing tilted his head and looked into Liang yuran’s eyes. His face was the size of a palm, and he 

didn’t have any makeup on, but he was exceptionally eye-catching. 

“No matter what I see when I go up, the things you’re thinking about will not happen.” 

Lin Hanxing put his hands in his coat pockets. 

He was very patient with the Thunder valiant beast’s brother. 

“Also ...” 

Lin Hanxing suddenly stretched out his hand and waved at Liang yuran. 

“My hands aren’t as clean as they used to be.” 

At this moment, she seemed to be in a good mood. 

However, Liang yuran was very clear that this seemingly harmless little white rabbit in front of him was 

enough to stir up the entire Jiang city into a storm of blood if she were to turn hostile. 

Now, he kept his sharp claws only because he was ah Xiao’s brother. 

After all, when his men stopped her just now, the expression on this person’s face ... 

But even his well-trained men were dazed for a moment. 

“I’ll get someone to send you up.” 

The entire floor was cleared and cordoned off, and no one could enter without his and ah Xiao’s orders. 

Lin Hanxing did not comment. After all, this would save him a lot of unnecessary trouble. 

“He will definitely kill me!” 

Liang yuran laughed and shook his head, no longer as cold as he used to be. 

The appearance of the little white rabbit was not in the plan. 

Lin Hanxing smiled and continued walking towards the hospital. 

“Little cold star.” 

Suddenly, Liang yuran called out to her from behind. 

She was used to hearing Yan beiming call her that, but when it was Liang yuran ... 

Lin Hanxing was not used to it. 

“All of his gentleness is left for you.” 

Chapter 803: You’ve provoked someone you shouldn’t have 



 

Lin Hanxing stood still. 

He didn’t look back. 

As he breathed, there was a white gas surrounding him. 

Liang yuran’s gaze fell on her back, but he couldn’t see her expression. 

“I don’t believe in women, he’s not a good man ...” 

“The two of us are a perfect match.” 

When Lin Hanxing’s cold voice rang out, Liang yuran was stunned at first, then his lips curved into a 

smile. 

She pointed at a man standing in the dark and motioned for him to take her upstairs. 

Ah Xiao, I was worried about you for nothing! 

.................. 

In the ward. 

“What are you guys trying to do?” 

Luo Ruyin’s face was deathly pale, and her eyes were filled with panic. 

“Ray, she asked what you want to do.” 

Sacred hands ‘lips curved into a smile, but that smile was filled with an evil aura! 

Lei Xiao still hadn’t spoken up until now, indifferently looking at Luo Ruyin as if he was looking at a dead 

object. 

“Help ... Help ...” He cried. 

Under the pressure of such a gaze, Luo Ruyin frantically shouted towards the outside. 

However, the only response she got was dead silence. 

“It’s your fault for provoking someone you shouldn’t have.” 

As sacred hands spoke, he walked to the side of the bed and inserted the needle into Luo Ruyin, ignoring 

her struggling with the bed. 

 Lin xiaojiu ...  

Luo Ruyin gritted her teeth as she muttered this name. 

In an instant, Lei Xiao narrowed his eagle-like eyes dangerously, and even his expression could not hide 

his bloodlust. 



Sacred hands only felt a strong pressure coming from behind him, and before he could turn around, 

Thunder owl was already standing at the head of the bed. 

Lei Xiao’s large palm ruthlessly grabbed Luo Ruyin’s hair. 

The force was so great that Luo Ruyin only felt her scalp being pulled off! 

“Don’t let me hear her name from your mouth!” 

In Lei Xiao’s eyes, that was an insult to Han Xing! 

Not knowing if it was fear or pain, Luo Ruyin’s tears fell as she looked at him in horror. 

This man was a demon! 

He was a true demon! 

In contrast to Lei Xiao’s sinister and powerful aura, sacred hands lifted the thin blanket with great 

interest, and then very appropriately lifted the hospital gown on Luo Ruyin’s abdomen a certain distance 

upwards. 

When he did this, there was no hint of emotion. 

Luo Ruyin found that her hands and feet were unable to move as if they didn’t belong to her, and she 

couldn’t even struggle. 

“What ... Do you ... Want ... To do?” 

She watched as sacred hands took out something like a scalpel from his medicine box. 

Her teary eyes were filled with fear and despair! 

What did this outrageously handsome man want to do to her! 

“Hehe.” 

With sacred hands ‘sneer, Lei Xiao had already let go of Luo Ruyin’s scalp and turned to stand in front of 

the floor-to-ceiling window in the ward. 

The tall, strong, and cold figure was reflected in the mirror. 

The scalpel made a few gentle cuts on her abdomen, and blood gushed out instantly. 

Luo Ruyin’s entire body was trembling. 

Pain ... 

Other than not being able to move, she did not feel any numbness throughout her body. She could 

clearly feel the knife moving across her stomach. Even the smell of blood that gradually filled the air 

made her tremble! 

“Don’t worry, my knife skills are very good.” 

Sacred hands laughed evilly as he spoke. 



Large beads of sweat rolled down Luo Ruyin’s forehead from the pain, but she didn’t dare to shout for 

fear of alerting the demon in front of the floor-to-ceiling window! 

The sacred hands ‘knife skills were indeed very good. 

He had very accurately avoided the dangerous parts and found all the harmless parts. 

It was unknown if it had smelled the blood, but the thing in the cage started to bump around. 

“You’re ... Venting ... Venting ... Anger for her!” 

Luo Ruyin tilted her head, her expression twisted. 

Just as he finished speaking, the door was suddenly pushed open from the outside! 

Chapter 804: She knew everything 

 

“Get lost ...” 

A sinister voice suddenly rang out. Lei Xiao turned around abruptly, his Hawk-like eyes emitting a 

devouring coldness! 

Before he could finish his words, his voice had stopped abruptly! 

The door of the ward was closed from the inside. 

There was a light fragrance that diluted the heavy smell of blood in the room. 

The person who was supposed to be sleeping at home was standing not far away, her seaweed-like soft 

hair tucked behind her ears. 

Her little ears were red from the cold. 

Her white alpaca coat made her stand out even more from the room that was filled with the smell of 

blood. 

“Do you want me to get lost?” 

Lin Hanxing put his hands in his coat pockets, his eyes full of innocence. 

Hearing Lin Hanxing’s voice, Luo Ruyin, who had been lying on the hospital bed with nothing to live for, 

suddenly had hope in her eyes. 

 Lin xiaojiu, save me ...  

Luo Ruyin said in a trembling voice, tilting her head and looking at Lin Hanxing. 

Lin Hanxing didn’t even look at Luo Ruyin, who was lying on the bed like a frog that was being dissected, 

and walked towards Lei Xiao. 

The black leather shoes made a knocking sound as they stepped on the floor. 

The cruel and cold aura around the Thunder valiant beast had vanished the moment it saw her. 



A hint of uneasiness flashed through his deep eyes. 

Very quickly, Lin Hanxing had already arrived in front of Lei Xiao. 

The pair of eyes under the bangs were bright like stars under the incandescent light in the ward, 

overflowing with color. 

She took out her hand from her coat pocket and reached out to him. 

The Thunder valiant beast subconsciously wanted to Dodge. 

This hand had just touched Luo Ruyin, so dirty! 

Lin Hanxing did not seem to feel Lei Xiao’s Dodge and simply held onto the large palm. 

Then, he covered his cheeks with it. 

“I’m freezing to death.” 

She had come in a hurry today and only had a pair of tights on. Liang yuran had suddenly called out to 

her just now, and although it was only a short delay, Lin Hanxing felt that she was really going to freeze 

to death! 

A muffled laugh spilled out from Lei Xiao’s thin lips. 

It was indeed very cold to the touch. 

“Why are you awake?” 

Lei Xiao turned to caress Lin Hanxing’s slightly curly hair. 

“You’re not here.” 

Lin Hanxing’s simple words immediately lifted Lei Xiao’s mood. 

“It will be resolved soon.” 

Hearing this, Luo Ruyin was so scared that even her breathing became heavy. 

Solve it? Was he going to kill her? 

“Cousin, save me ... Save me ... I won’t go against you again!” He begged. 

Luo Ruyin’s voice was weak, and her eyes were fixed on Lin Hanxing. 

Lin Hanxing’s expression froze when he heard this. 

But soon, she walked to the bedside and looked down at Luo Ruyin. 

“Really?” 

“Really, really!” 

Lin Hanxing’s face was reflected in Luo Ruyin’s pupils. 

She was still so beautiful that it made her jealous. 



The dark brown high-collared sweater completely covered the marks Luo Ruyin had left on her neck in 

the afternoon. Her pink and white face did not have any makeup on, and her lips were the most natural 

red. 

“But why should I save you?” 

Lin Hanxing chuckled, his voice laced with sarcasm. 

Upon hearing this, Holy hand, who was still holding a scalpel, raised his eyebrows, as if he had not 

expected her to say that. 

“If it wasn’t for ah Xiao, you would have fallen into my hands sooner or later.” 

Her voice was as cold as it could get, and there was no fluctuation of emotion at all. 

Upon hearing this, Luo Ruyin’s pupils contracted violently! 

The uneasiness in Lei Jing’s eyes also dissipated slightly because of these words. 

After Lin Hanxing finished speaking, he glanced at the cage covered in black cloth that sacred hands had 

casually placed aside. 

 I heard that aunty is applying for a psychological evaluation for you, cousin!  

Her eyes swept back again, and the corners of her mouth held a faint smile of ridicule. 

She knew everything! 

When Luo Ruyin realized this, she only felt boundless fear! 

Chapter 805: Have you heard of the battle between Dragon and Tiger 

 

“The Lin family is a big family, so it’s better to put in more effort during the appraisal ...” 

“I’ll avoid going to jail. I’ll stay in the sanatorium for a few years, and then go abroad to lay low ...” 

A short squeaking sound came from under the black cloth, and there was a strange stench. 

Lin Hanxing’s eyes were as calm as a deep ice pool, with a touch of coldness. 

He stretched out his hand as if he wanted to fiddle with the black cloth. 

Sacred hands raised his eyebrows. He was looking forward to seeing if she would react like an ordinary 

woman if she really saw what was inside. 

However, before Lin Hanxing could touch him, Lei Xiao had already rushed in front of her. 

As fast as lightning, he grabbed her wrist. 

Lin Hanxing raised his head to look at Lei Xiao. 

The latter shook his head at her, not having the slightest intention of letting go of her wrist. 



Lin Hanxing smiled. 

In fact, she had already guessed what was under the black cloth. 

However, since ah Xiao didn’t let her see it ... 

She would not look. 

Sacred hands was rather bored. 

That feeling was as if millions of dollars were thrown at him out of thin air, and just as he was about to 

reach out to grab them, he realized that it was all a dream. 

“A human life is nothing more than this.” 

As he spoke, Lin Hanxing looked towards the bed. 

Due to her fear, the hair by the side of Luo Ruyin’s cheeks was already completely wet with cold sweat. 

Seeing that Lin Hanxing was no longer paying attention to the thing under the black cloth, Lei Xiao finally 

let her go. 

Lin Hanxing walked to the bed slowly. 

He stood still. 

He looked down at Luo Ruyin. 

“Did you know?” 

Knowing that she could not struggle, Lin Hanxing stretched out his hand and gently stroked Luo Ruyin’s 

forehead, brushing away the loose hair. 

The ice-cold fingertips were like slithering snakes, causing Luo Ruyin’s teeth to chatter uncontrollably. 

Luo Mingwei didn’t have to end up like this.  

Upon hearing this, Luo Ruyin’s eyes instantly widened like a bull. 

 back then, she could’ve left the detention center if she had endured for half a day.  

Lin Hanxing’s tone was full of regret. 

“It’s really you ...” 

Luo Ruyin’s mind went blank, and she looked at her as if she was looking at a man-eating beast. 

“What a pity ...” 

Lin Hanxing’s finger gently brushed across her brow, like a cousin from an ordinary family, as if they had 

a deep relationship. 

If it wasn’t for the few open wounds on Luo Ruyin’s stomach, blood would’ve flowed out. 

It must be an extremely pleasing scene. 



“What ... What’s a pity?” 

Fear was no longer enough to describe Luo Ruyin’s feelings at this time. Looking at Lin Hanxing’s 

exquisite Jade-like face, she found it difficult to breathe. 

“You didn’t have to end up like this.” 

At the intersection of light and shadow, her long eyelashes fluttered like butterfly wings. 

In other people’s eyes, he was so heartless and cold! 

Luo Ruyin’s frightened tears fell from the corners of her eyes. 

Lin Hanxing’s fingertips were wet. 

“Lin Jiaojiao put the drug in the cup that you use to drink water at the head of your bed.” 

This simple sentence caused Luo Ruyin’s eyes to suddenly widen, and the whites of her eyes were 

completely bloodshot. 

“That’s why you’re getting more and more irritable.” 

Unfortunately, it was too late to know now. 

“You ... Why did you ...” 

“You want to ask me why I didn’t save you?” 

Lin Hanxing chuckled. 

That smile, let alone Luo Ruyin, would even make sacred hands tremble in fear. 

“It doesn’t matter to me who goes first.” 

Her smile suddenly stopped, and a kind of coldness appeared between her eyebrows. 

“Because ...” 

She gently wiped the tears on Luo Ruyin’s face with the pad of her finger, slowly and torturously. 

“I won’t let the entire Lin family off.” 

Luo Ruyin was shocked! 

She did not expect Lin Hanxing to point this out to her so graciously! 

No matter how stupid she was, Luo Ruyin could sense the danger. 

She probably didn’t plan on letting him go! 

“Has younger cousin sister heard of the Dragon and Tiger battle?” 

Chapter 806: I’m kind enough to help you 

 



As soon as Lin Hanxing said this, sacred hands ‘expression turned strange. 

He had seen with his own eyes that she had not touched the cage. 

Subconsciously, she looked over at Lei Xiao, and happened to see the man’s lips twitching slightly. 

Luo Ruyin’s face was pale as she desperately shook her head. 

She had never heard of a fight between a Dragon and a Tiger! 

His breathing was rapid. 

It sounded like he was blowing bellows. 

“The Dragon and Tiger fight originated from Huaji. It was one of the lynchings created by the founder of 

Huaji to punish traitors in the gang.” 

Lin Hanxing’s eyes swept across the several cuts on Luo Ruyin’s belly. 

Once the blood dried up, the Holy hand would quickly fill it up to keep the wound fresh. 

 the person being tortured will have a few bloody wounds on their stomach, and then a special cage will 

be placed in their abdomen.  

Her voice was flat and calm, as if she was discussing the weather. 

 the left side of the cage has a rat, and the right side has a snake.  

Luo Ruyin’s nose continued to expand, and her paper-white face had already turned ashen. 

 the rat on the left will be put down first. Because it’s frightened, it will continue to burrow into the 

place with the smell of blood until it opens a hole. After that, I put the snake in and let it fight with the 

rat until it was strangled to death ...” 

Lin Hanxing smiled at Luo Ruyin. 

In fact, this was only the first half of the story that didn’t sound so cruel. 

After the vegetable snake ate the rat, the torturer would start to heat up the cage. Due to the change in 

the external temperature, the vegetable snake would become restless and enter the human body 

through the hole that the rat had opened ... 

What happened after that ... 

There was no need to waste pen and ink to elaborate. 

“This is the so-called Dragon and Tiger battle!” 

The person being tortured would suffer both physical and mental damage, which was the highest 

torture. 

Even now, the members of these organizations would turn pale at the mention of the Dragon and Tiger 

battle. 

Even the tough man who had been cut three times and pierced six times was the same! 



It could be seen how big of a trauma it had left behind back then! 

Luo Ruyin began to scream with all her strength, as if she wanted to fight for her last chance of survival. 

Even though she was so crazy, Lin Hanxing just watched with a faint smile on his face. 

In fact, Liang yuran had really been overthinking it. 

The one who could really be cruel was not ah Xiao, it was her! 

She had seen too much cruelty in this world. 

My hands aren’t as clean as they used to be. 

These words were not meant to comfort anyone, but the truth. 

 on account of our relationship as cousins, you and aunt wanted to take advantage of a loophole to 

escape punishment. I might as well help you out of kindness.  

“Even if ...” 

Lin Hanxing slowly pulled out a wet tissue from the bed and wiped his fingers. 

It was as if he wanted to clean up all traces of Luo Ruyin. 

Her long eyelashes fluttered. 

It covered the cold light. 

“This is the last bit of mercy I have for you!” 

After speaking, Lin Hanxing threw the wet tissue into the trash can beside him without waiting for Luo 

Ruyin’s reaction. 

Sacred hands’s scalp went numb at the sight of that posture. 

He had saved countless people and killed countless people, but none of them could be like Lin Hanxing, 

who could evoke the fear in his heart with just a few words. 

Not to mention, with the look in her eyes just now ... 

But thinking back, sacred hands couldn’t help but shiver. 

On the other hand, Lin Hanxing, who had stirred up a storm just now, only slowly extended his hand in 

the direction of the Thunder valiant beast. 

“Let’s go home.” 

The rest could be dealt with by sacred hands alone. 

Chapter 807: Whine, whine, whine to grandma bridge 

 

Lin Hanxing’s face fell the moment he stepped out of the ward. 



He pulled Lei min and pushed him into the fire escape, then pushed him against the wall! 

With both hands on the sides of Thunder valiant beast’s body, she raised her head and looked at him 

unhappily! 

“What’s wrong?” 

Thunder owl knew she was angry, but he didn’t know what he had done to make her angry. 

Could it be that she minded his methods ... 

The two of them stood in the blind spot of the surveillance camera. 

A mottled white moon Shadow shone in, just enough to illuminate the Thunder valiant beast’s face. 

His unforgettable cold face was deeply carved and had a rare gentleness. 

There was an adorable height difference between the two of them. 

“I’m angry!” 

Lin Hanxing raised her head. Even in the dark, her eyes were still bright. 

“She hurt you.” 

Thunder Valiant’s deep voice was oppressive and dangerous. 

He wished he could cut that woman into pieces. 

 I said I’m angry!!!  

Why was he so stupid? did he not understand her hint? 

“If you think my methods are too ...” 

Before Lei Xiao could finish his sentence, Lin Hanxing grabbed his tie and forced him to bend his neck! 

She fiercely kissed him on his thin lips! 

He was caught off guard. 

Lei Xiao wasn’t prepared at all. He only felt her biting his lips and grinding them inch by inch. 

“You’re wasting your time with me to deal with an insignificant person, you ...” 

Before Lin Hanxing could finish, Lei Xiao’s hands were already clasped on both sides of her waist, turning 

defense into offense. 

The two of them had switched positions in an instant! 

Lin Hanxing leaned against the wall on his tiptoes, unable to move. 

In the dark night, Lei Xiao leaned over and gently rubbed her small nose, where was his usual cold and 

abstinent appearance? 

“You’re angry, and then?” 



He spoke in a low voice. 

It was numbing and alluring, and her deep eyes locked onto Lin Hanxing’s small face. 

Lin Hanxing pursed his lips, slightly enticed by Lei Xiao’s appearance. 

Under the moonlight, the face that had been favored by God was painted with an indescribable charm, 

but there was a sexiness that overflowed from her bones. 

Lin Hanxing’s heart beat faster. 

His lips swept back and forth on her eyelashes, and even the breath that came out of her nose was sexy. 

He had no choice but to close his eyes. 

“Ah Xiao, give me a kiss, I won’t ... MMM ...” 

Before she could finish her words, a warm palm covered her eyes, and Lei Xiao kissed her like a Wolf. 

The grip on his waist tightened, and Lin Hanxing felt as if he was being lifted into his arms. 

His long eyelashes constantly brushed against the Thunder valiant beast’s palm. 

Her hand was around his neck, and she opened her mouth, allowing him to attack her without restraint. 

In the darkness, the sound of kissing was amplified infinitely. 

When people heard it, it burned their blood. 

Lei Xiao felt like he was bullying her, but not really, but the kind between a man and a woman. 

Such a thought made him extremely excited. 

Lin Hanxing’s fingers ran through Lei Xiao’s hair and tugged at his scalp slightly. His breath was almost 

squeezed dry by this man. 

The Thunder valiant beast’s hand finally moved away from her eyes. 

He returned to Lin Hanxing’s waist. 

It was so thin. 

It was soft and thin. 

His little girl’s entire body was soft. 

Lei Xiao held Lin Hanxing in his arms and pressed his lips against her little ear. 

“Don’t be angry anymore, okay ...” 

He knew that Hanxing had no resistance to his voice, so he deliberately lowered his voice. 

His slightly dry lips brushed past his ear. 

“Honey ...” 



lin hanxing’s eyes widened slightly, like a frightened cat. 

the next second, he buried his face in his knees and squatted down. 

???????...... 

her entire body went soft from his flirting! 

Chapter 808: Then can I bring you home? 

 

It was no exaggeration to say. 

Even her toes went numb. 

Lin Hanxing felt that he could not look at him now, for fear that he would not be able to hold back and 

pounce on him. 

Lei Xiao followed her and knelt down. 

He poked Lin Hanxing’s head with his long finger. 

Lin Hanxing did not move. 

She let Lei Xiao poke her. 

“Cold star ...” 

Jabbed. 

There was no response. 

“Star ...” 

He continued to poke. 

There was still no response. 

“Honey ...” 

Poke poke. 

“......” 

Lin Hanxing felt as if fireworks had exploded in his head. 

Why did his voice sound so good that it was against the rules! 

He slowly reached out his little hand and grabbed Lei Xiao’s sleeve. 

His palm-sized face slowly lifted up from his knees, and his eyes were soft and moist. 

Thunder valiant met her gaze. 

Her heart softened with Lin Hanxing’s eyes. 



“She’s not here ...” 

Lin Hanxing mumbled. 

His eyes were too dark and deep, and it suddenly reminded her of the passionate desire he had when he 

pulled her out of the thin quilt tonight. 

The Thunder valiant beast laughed. 

“Did you hide my wife?” 

The two words were getting more and more smooth. 

Lin Hanxing’s eyes were as bright as stars as he retorted angrily. 

“Maybe she lost her temper and ran away from home!” 

The blush spread along her ears, and even her porcelain-white face was stained with a faint water red. 

“Can I take you home?” 

Lei min leaned forward and kissed the mole at the corner of her eye, his voice coaxing. 

She just squatted there, white as snow, like a rabbit that had no defense against a wild wolf that wanted 

to eat her. 

“Do you want to eat me?” 

Lin Hanxing bit his lower lip, looking very innocent. 

However, she didn’t know how destructive such an expression was to a man. 

“Yes, I do.” 

“You’re so white and soft. I want to take you home and raise you well.” 

Lei Xiao held Lin Hanxing’s wrist and brought it to his lips, then took a light bite. 

His eyes were as if they were soaked in ink. 

It was dark and dangerous. 

“Then can you carry me home?” 

Lin Hanxing’s soft, black, and slightly curly long hair spread out on both sides of his body, illuminating his 

small face that was only the size of a palm. 

“What?” 

The Thunder valiant beast looked at the two legs wrapped under the tights. They were still so thin. 

“I’ve been struck by you until my legs went soft.” 

Lin Hanxing looked at him pitifully. 



The next time he flirted with her, could he give her some mental preparation? she would remember to 

bring her student card in advance. 

The Thunder valiant beast laughed even more happily. 

He held her wrist and carried Lin Hanxing on his back, then walked down the fire exit unhurriedly. 

Lin Hanxing’s two thin legs drooped on both sides of Lei Xiao’s body. 

She wrapped her arms around his neck and buried her face in his. 

“In the future, you can’t sneak away from me in the middle of the night.” 

Lin Hanxing’s voice sounded sullen. 

“Alright,” he said. 

Lei Xiao’s movements were very steady, and Lin Hanxing did not feel any jolts at all. 

“But you can’t make me angry.” 

Lin Hanxing was insatiable as he raised his conditions. 

“Alright,” he said. 

Lei Xiao pulled her up from her slide and continued to walk down the stairs. 

This was The Thirteenth Floor of the hospital. 

He didn’t feel tired at all ... 

.................. 

When the two went downstairs, Liang yuran was still waiting there. 

When he saw Lei Xiao carrying the sleeping Lin Hanxing down, he raised his eyebrows. 

Was he really treating her like his daughter? 

Before Liang yuran could speak, Lei Xiao threw Lei Xiaosi’s car keys to him. 

“It’s Xiao SI’s car, get someone to drive it back for me.” 

 houzi and the others are holding a welcoming dinner for han mingmei at Y. R.R. This afternoon. Yan 

beixiao said you’d be there? ” 

It was already past midnight. 

Liang yuran looked at Lin Hanxing. 

Chapter 809: She wanted to go play 

 

This was not Thunder valiant beast’s style of doing things. 



Furthermore, if they were to really discuss, houzi and his gang were closer to han mingmei and Yan 

beiming. 

However, han mingmei was not on the same side as Yan beiming. 

It could be said that the relationship between this group of people was really complicated. 

Liang yuran looked at Lin Hanxing with a subtle expression. 

He was afraid that the appearance of this little white rabbit during the day would make the situation 

difficult to control. 

But ... 

It was rare for Liang yuran to have some thoughts of watching a show. 

“She wants to go play.” 

Lei Xiao said in a low voice, deliberately lowering his voice so as not to wake Lin Hanxing up. 

No wonder. 

If this little white rabbit wanted to play, everything that was unreasonable became reasonable. 

“You don’t worry?” 

Liang yuran’s cold face was full of interest. Monkey and his gang were famous in the circle for their 

trouble-making. 

Everyone knew how good her relationship with han mingmei was. 

But ah Xiao’s little white rabbit ... 

“Even if the sky falls, I’ll hold it up.” 

What’s there to worry about? 

Liang yuran snuffed out the cigarette in his hand. Fine, he had worried for nothing. 

“I’m really worried for monkey and the others.” 

.................. 

The Lei family. 

Pushing open the bedroom door, Lei Xiao gently placed Lin Hanxing back on the big bed. 

He changed her clothes back into comfortable home clothes and wrapped her up with a thin blanket. 

Then, he ran to the balcony to smoke. 

He actually didn’t want Hanxing to appear in front of those people. 

No one knew better than himself how beautiful cold star was. 



The Lin family had yet to host the banquet, but there were already countless people in Jiang city who 

were trying to find out about her. 

Even if he could cover the sky with one hand, there were still some places that he could not control. 

Moreover ... 

The cigarette in Lei Xiao’s hand was clearly extinguished in the dark. 

Shangguan shixiu was still there. 

He smoked one cigarette after another ... 

.................. 

The next morning. 

Lin Hanxing woke up in Lei Xiao’s arms. 

There was a faint smell of tobacco in the air. She looked up and was stunned. 

Lei Xiao’s eyes were as dark as ink as he looked at himself. 

It didn’t even blink. 

“You didn’t sleep the whole night?” 

Lin Hanxing’s voice was hoarse from just waking up. He buried his face in his chest and yawned. 

“Yeah, I can’t sleep.” 

It was almost 3:30 by the time he finished smoking. He had just taken a shower and laid down when he 

was attracted by her sleeping face. 

Hanxing slept very well. 

Usually, he could sleep until dawn in one position. 

Lin Hanxing’s eyes were closed, but her lips moved up his collar and kissed his Adam’s apple. 

The man’s sexy Adam’s apple bobbed up and down because of her action. 

“Lei Jue’s car ...” 

She suddenly recalled that she had fallen asleep just like that yesterday, and Lei Xiaosi’s car had yet to 

arrive. 

“I told Liang yuran to get someone to drive it back.” 

Lei Xiao pulled her into his arms and let her lie on his body, his hand moving gently on her back. 

“You smell good.” 

Lin Hanxing rubbed his nose against his collar. There was a nice smell of body wash mixed with tobacco. 

A unique man’s scent. 



“Don’t move.” 

It was the easiest for men to have a reaction in the morning. 

Lin Hanxing turned a deaf ear and rubbed against the spot that caught fire easily. 

“You’re so energetic so early in the morning.” 

He closed his eyes, and the corners of his mouth curled up in a mischievous smile. 

Just as Lei Xiao was about to press her down, Lin Hanxing rolled off the bed and walked towards the 

bathroom. 

“Cold star ...” 

The Thunder valiant beast’s voice was hoarse. 

Lin Hanxing turned around to look at him. Half of the man’s chest was exposed and his hair was a mess. 

It was as if she had just ... 

It was as if he had been ravaged! 

“Are you uncomfortable?” 

She bit her lower lip and raised her eyebrows at him. 

Lei Xiao grunted and looked at him with a wronged expression. 

“Calabash Brothers, Calabash Brothers, seven flowers on a vine ...” 

Then, Lin Hanxing’s singing came from the bathroom. 

“......” 

Chapter 810: The hidden mockery in her words 

 

After breakfast, mother Lei and mother Chen went to the morning market together. 

Not long after. An uninvited guest was welcomed at home. 

Han boming’s bright smile could be seen from downstairs to upstairs, especially when he was facing Lei 

kangnian. 

“Old han, you’re here so early. What’s the matter?” 

“I came here today for the ‘plain-crowned Lotus cauldron’!” 

Lin Hanxing happened to hear this conversation when he went downstairs. 

“A white crown and a Lotus cauldron? What white crown and Lotus cauldron?” 

Lei kangnian’s voice was filled with doubt. For a moment, he couldn’t understand what he meant. 



“Miss Lin just happened to come downstairs. Why don’t you explain it to this uncouth fellow?” 

At this time, han boming was not as unfeeling as he was when they first met at the Lei group. 

There was also no longer the daggers hidden in his smile when he was at auspicious fortune. 

Lin Hanxing looked at han boming, as if he could not hear the hidden sarcasm in his words, and smiled 

faintly. 

“First aunt!” 

Yuan Bao ran down the stairs, looking aggrieved. 

“What’s wrong?” 

Compared to han boming, Lin Hanxing was naturally more willing to talk to Yuan Dabao. 

“Uncle, he ...” 

Just as they were talking, Lei Xiao came down from upstairs. After greeting han boming, he glanced at 

his nephew coldly. 

Yuan Bao snorted. 

He hugged Lin Hanxing tightly and rubbed his chubby little face against her legs. 

“Big brother,” 

Lei Xiaosi, Lei Jue, walked over from behind. He was still wearing a pair of rimless glasses. 

“Don’t scare my son.” 

His expression was somewhat helpless. 

When it came to the issue of sister-in-law’s ownership, big brother really did not give in. 

Even if the other party was his little nephew whom he usually doted on. 

After that, he saw han boming call him uncle han in a neutral tone. 

“Good Morning, eldest brother and eldest sister-in-law.” 

Second young master Lei, Lei Qian, came down from upstairs. When he saw han boming, his expression 

was indifferent for a moment. 

After greeting him, he didn’t say anything more. 

Han boming saw the interaction between the few of them and Lin Hanxing. 

He didn’t move. 

When Ming Mei was around, when had these people ever been so close? 

He thought this in his heart and was somewhat unconvinced. 

Lei Xiao stretched out his hand and pulled Lin Hanxing into his arms. 



Thinking that no one had seen it, he kicked Yuan Bao aside in disgust. 

“......” 

“......” 

Big brother, we all saw it, okay? 

“Don’t bully Yuan Bao.” 

Lin Hanxing glanced at Lei Xiao indifferently. The latter was expressionless and obediently retracted his 

foot. 

“I’m going to work.” 

After he finished speaking, he kissed Lin Hanxing’s forehead in front of Yuan Bao. 

After Lei Xiao left, Yuan Bao opened his arms and asked for kisses and hugs. 

 old Lei, this must be old tea. It tastes terrible. Wait for me to call Ming Mei ...  

 first aunt, Yuan Bao still wants to drink the tea you brewed the other day!  

Without waiting for han boming to finish, Yuan Bao had already spoken in a childish voice, and his fair 

and delicate little face was full of childishness. 

Han boming’s face froze slightly. 

Lei min, who was about to go upstairs, stopped in his tracks and walked back to the sofa as if nothing 

had happened. 

Even father Lei looked at Lin Hanxing with a bit of greed. 

Lei Jue immediately instructed the servants to prepare the tea set. 

Han boming was curious about the situation of the Lei family. 

Lin Hanxing reached out and tapped the tip of Yuan Bao’s nose. 

Yuan Dabao stuck out his tongue. 

He just couldn’t stand the way Grandpa han insisted on getting his uncle a wife every time he came. 

Previously, mother Lei couldn’t sleep and had a chat with Lin Hanxing. 

Lin Hanxing brewed some tea and did not expect the fragrance of the tea to attract the rest of the Lei 

family. 

At this point, he remembered it. 

Soon, the servants brought the tea set over. 

Lin Hanxing had also washed his hands and sat down. 

Seeing this situation, han boming sneered in his heart. It was just some unmainstream tactics. 



 


